DABI Welcomes 20 New Members
The Dana Alliance (DABI) elected 20 new members in 2019, bringing total membership to 620 members in 40 countries across five continents: Asia, Australia, Europe, North America, and South America.

Dana Foundation, Dana Alliance and BAW Introduce New Logos and Websites
We have a new look! Check out logos and the Dana Foundation website at dana.org; Dana Alliance sections at dana.org/dana-alliances and Brain Awareness Week at brainawareness.org.

Annual Dana Alliance Reception
A record number of Dana Alliance members and special guests attended DABI’s 26th reception held during the 2019 Society for Neuroscience Annual meeting in Chicago. See photos, enter pass-word “dabi.”

Martha Farah Gives Keynote Address at INS Annual Meeting
Alliance member Martha Farah gave the Fred Kavli Distinguished Neuroethics Lecture on “Socioeconomic status and brain development: from science to policy” at the International Neuroethics Society’s Annual Meeting. Read more here.

Lecture at Secret Science Club by Nim Tottenham
The Dana Foundation Brain Lecture at the Secret Science Club, NY was presented by DABI member Nim Tottenham. Watch video of her talk on “Emotional Brain Development & the Importance of Early Experience.”

SfN Science Educator
Supported by the Dana Foundation, the SfN Science Educator Award honors neuroscientists who have made significant contributions to educating the public about neuroscience. Read interview with the 2019 award recipient Cristian Zaelzer-Perez, PhD.

In Memoriam: Bruce S. McEwen (1938-2020)
We are deeply saddened by the loss of Bruce McEwen, a founding member of the Dana Alliance and a scientific adviser to the Dana Foundation. He was a devoted champion of neuroscience outreach and widely recognized as one of the foremost researchers on the effects of stress and sex hormones on the brain.
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